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a b s t r a c t

Major problems in the Medium Access Control (MAC) of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
are: sleep/wake-up scheduling and its overhead, idle listening, collision, and the energy
used for retransmission of collided packets. This paper focuses on these problems and pro-
poses an adaptive quorum-based MAC protocol, Queen-MAC. This protocol independently
and adaptively schedules nodes wake-up times, decreases idle listening and collisions,
increases network throughput, and extends network lifetime. Queen-MAC is highly suit-
able for data collection applications. A new quorum system, dygrid is proposed that can
provide a low duty cycle, Oð1=

ffiffiffi
n
p
Þ, for adjusting wake-up times of sensor nodes. Theoret-

ical analysis demonstrates the feasibility of dygrid and its superiority over two commonly
used quorum systems (i.e., grid and e-torus). A lightweight channel assignment method is
also proposed to reduce collision and make concurrent transmissions possible. Simulation
results indicate that Queen-MAC prolongs the network lifetime while increasing the aver-
age delivery ratio and keeping the transmission latency low.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [1] have recently
received much attention worldwide from military, industry,
medical and health, urban traffic monitoring, and academia.
WSNs are composed of many sensor nodes, each capable of
gathering, processing, storing, and transferring environ-
mental information. These nodes are usually organized in
an ad hoc fashion. They operate in a distributed manner
and coordinate with each other to accomplish a common
duty.

The protocols designed for WSNs greatly depend on the
applications for which the network has been established.
Nonetheless, in many applications, one of the more serious
challenges is how to increase the network lifetime now
limited by the energy restriction of sensor nodes. Several
factors are involved in the energy loss of nodes: collisions,
. All rights reserved.
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retransmissions, idle listening, overhearing, and protocol
overhead. The radio of a sensor node uses more power.
The node usually turns its radio off, goes to sleep mode
to save energy, and wakes up according to its predeter-
mined schedule to transmit data. This method is called a
duty cycling or a sleep scheduling [2], which is widely
proposed for use in the Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol of multi-hop networks [3–8]. Different modes of
a sensor node are shown in Fig. 1.

If designed properly, a MAC protocol can result in low
power consumption and consequently increase the net-
work lifetime. Most MAC protocols proposed for WSNs are
based on the use of a single channel [8–17]. Such MAC
protocols, especially in high-density deployments, increase
collisions as well as end-to-end delay, and ultimately
reduce the network lifetime. Several multi-channel MAC
protocols [18–30] have been proposed recently with
various objectives, e.g., handling burst traffic, fairness, reli-
ability in data collection, evading external interference,
improving throughput, and end-to-end delay. However,
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energy saving is still an important issue. Existing energy
saving mechanisms can be categorized into three types:
synchronous, asynchronous, and on-demand wake-up [2].

Synchronous MAC protocols [18–20,22–27] normally
maintain a schedule that specifies when a node should
be awake to check the medium. These protocols cannot
adapt to an individual’s traffic well. In asynchronous
MAC protocols [21,28,29] nodes independently schedule
their wake-up times to periodically check the channel.
When a node has data to send, it transmits a preamble that
is long enough to be detected by the destination node.
After preamble detection, the destination node stays
awake to get the data following the preamble. These asyn-
chronous protocols avoid the synchronization overhead.
However, the long preamble results in longer latency and
more energy consumption [31]. For on-demand wake-up
protocols [30], nodes are equipped with a secondary low
power radio to wake up its main radio to be ready for data
exchange. Using multiple radio transceivers has some
shortcomings. Radio transceivers consume energy, even
while asleep, so increase the energy consumption of the
nodes. In addition, a multiple radio transceivers system
needs higher performance communication mechanisms
and processor capabilities to receive and process data (or
signals) from multiple channels.

Quorum systems recently have been utilized to design
protocols for wireless networks [7,8,32–36]. There are sev-
eral kinds of quorums: grid-based [37], torus [38], ex-
tended torus (e-torus) [32], and so on [35]. Some of
them, such as grid and torus, have fixed duty cycles that
makes them inappropriate for use in a network with differ-
ent traffic conditions. The others such as e-torus, which has
an adaptive duty cycle, provide a high minimum duty cycle
that leads to more energy consumption if used in a net-
work with a low traffic load.

This paper proposes a new quorum system, ‘‘dygrid’’. It
surpasses existing quorums such as grid-based quorums
[6,8,39], and e-torus [32], in terms of duty cycle, the
number of rendezvous points, and network sensibility as
discussed in Section 3.2. Utilizing adaptive dygrid, our pro-
posed MAC protocol named ‘‘Queen-MAC’’ can save more
energy while keeping the transmission latency low. For
more energy saving, we also propose a lightweight channel
assignment method to reduce collision and increase net-
work throughput. Moreover, adaptive matching of wake-
up intervals in Queen-MAC makes it flexible in different
traffic conditions. Both theoretical analysis and simulation
results are given to evaluate the performance of Queen-
MAC in comparison with existing quorum-based [8] and
Fig. 1. Different modes of a sensor node in WSNs.
multi-channel [28] MAC protocols. Theoretical analysis re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed protocol is more en-
ergy efficient while providing better network latency.
Simulation results using OPNET Modeler 14.0 [40] verify
that Queen-MAC increases the network lifetime and re-
duces network latency. The results also show that the per-
formance of Queen-MAC is more significant in higher node
densities.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Related
works are reviewed in Section 2. Theoretical foundations
are discussed in Section 3. The proposed MAC protocol is
given in Section 4. Section 5 expresses simulation results
and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related works

Chao and Lee [8] propose QMAC as a single channel
MAC protocol for WSNs utilizing grid quorum to save en-
ergy. This protocol tries to prolong network lifetime by
increasing node sleep time. However, using only a single
channel in a network results in an increase in collision,
therefore needing packet retransmission, which increases
network energy consumption as well as latency. In addi-
tion, although QMAC proposes a method to assign different
grid sizes to coronas in constant traffic rate, it is not obvi-
ous when and how grid sizes should be changed with traf-
fic rate variations.

PW-MAC [41] is a receiver-initiated predictive wake-up
MAC protocol in which every node computes its wake-up
times using a pseudo-random wake-up schedule. Each
node in PW-MAC periodically wakes up and broadcasts a
beacon to announce that it is awake and ready to receive
data. A sender has to know a receiver’s pseudo-random
generator parameters to wake up a little earlier than the
receiver does and waits for a beacon. However, PW-MAC
has some shortcomings so that each node has to send a
beacon every time it wakes up regardless of whether any
sender has data to send or not. In addition, protocol over-
head increases as each node broadcasts its pseudo-random
generator parameters periodically, which in turn worsens
at higher network densities.

TMCP [28] is a tree-based multi-channel protocol for
data collection applications. The main idea of TMCP is to
partition the whole network into multiple vertex-disjoint
sub-trees all rooted at a sink. Then, it allocates different
channels to each sub-tree and forwards each flow along
only its corresponding sub-tree. When a node wants to
send information to the sink, it just uploads packets to
the sub-tree that it belongs to. TMCP has some shortcom-
ings. It is designed to support data collection traffic and
it is difficult to have broadcasts due to its partitions. Aggre-
gation cannot be employed since communication among
nodes in different sub-trees is blocked.

EM-MAC [42] is a receiver-initiated multi-channel asyn-
chronous MAC protocol proposed for WSNs. In EM-MAC, a
sender rendezvous with a receiver by predicting the
wake-up channel and wake-up time of the receiver. In
EM-MAC, like PW-MAC, the sender knows the state of the
receiver’s pseudo-random function used to generate its
wake-up channels and times. EM-MAC not only has the
shortcomings of PW-MAC but also each node in EM-MAC



Table 1
General notations.

Symbol Description

U Universal set
n The cycle length
V(c, k) A v-clique (c, k)
H(r, k) An h-clique (r, k)
h Shift index
AR Active ratio
d Transmission range of a sensor node
Er Remaining energy of a sensor node
Ei Initial energy of a sensor node
TMCS Mini control slot period
Tback-off Back-off time
g The number of groups in a network
f The list of available frequencies
k Scale parameter
C Channel rate
P Packet size
t Time slot duration
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has to invoke its pseudo-random generator twice, which
bears further overhead for the protocol.

The IEEE 802.15.4 [43] protocol, which was originally
designed for low-rate Wireless Personal Area Networks
(WPANs), can be used for WSN applications. The protocol
makes use of multi-channel communication to reduce the
effects of interference with co-existing networks. The pro-
tocol has two modes of operation: beacon-enabled and
beaconless. In the beacon-enabled mode, a coordinator
node is responsible for adjusting the channel on which
its end-devices should communicate. In this mode, com-
munication can take place in a slotted mode of operation
and nodes should directly communicate with the coordina-
tor to get the slot allocations. Even if a node intends to
communicate with a peer in its communication range, all
transmissions should flow through the coordinator. When
the protocol operates in a beaconless mode, it uses
CSMA/CA, and nodes function on a fixed channel. Due to
the hierarchy in IEEE 802.15.4 networks, the WPAN coordi-
nator is responsible for binding of new nodes, scheduling,
and routing in the network. Moreover, since all the nodes
in a WPAN communicate on the same channel, in IEEE
802.15.4 contention within the network is not resolved.

CMAC [30] is an asynchronous multi-channel MAC pro-
tocol that uses two radios, a Low power wake-up Radio
(LR), and a Main half-duplex Radio (MR). LR is always on
and it is used to monitor a node’s default channel while
MR is placed in sleep mode. LR plays two roles: (1) when
a node wishes to transmit, the receiver is awakened
through a series of pulses, (2) channel negotiation is under-
taken before MR is switched on. MR transmits at a constant
power level in a predetermined channel, although it can be
switched off. CMAC does not require any synchronization,
although it needs two transceivers for each sensor node.
This increases the hardware complexity and cost of the
whole network. Meanwhile, the control channel might
also become a bottleneck when many nodes initialize
channel negotiation and request data transmission,
simultaneously.

MC-LMAC [25] is a synchronous single-radio multi-
channel MAC protocol for WSNs. MC-LMAC has been de-
signed with the objective of maximizing the throughput
by coordinating transmissions over multiple channels. It
is based on the single-channel LMAC [44] protocol.
MC-LMAC is schedule-based protocol where nodes switch
their interfaces between channels dynamically. Time is
slotted and the control over a time slot is assigned to each
node to transmit on a particular channel. In fact, a node
selects a time slot and a channel on which it is allowed
to transmit. The main problem of MC-LMAC is the over-
head of its control messages, and it worsens as network
density increases.

MMSN is the first multi-frequency MAC protocol
designed especially for WSNs [24]. It is based on slotted
CSMA where at the beginning of each time slot, nodes need
to contend for the medium before they can transmit. MMSN
allows users to choose one of the four available frequency
assignment strategies such as exclusive frequency, impli-
cit-consensus, eavesdropping, and even-selection [24]. A
time slot in MMSN consists of a broadcast contention period
and a transmission period. During the contention period,
nodes compete for the same broadcast frequency and dur-
ing the transmission period, nodes compete for shared uni-
cast frequencies. MMSN has some disadvantages. When a
node wants to send a data unit, it has to switch between
self-frequency and destination frequency at preamble send-
ing time, which increases the message delay and protocol
overhead. MMSN has a fixed allocated back-off time in each
time slot that is a shortcoming of this protocol. Although
MMSN needs time synchronization during media access to
provide broadcast support, it does not take full advantages
of the synchronization service to resolve the conflicts and/
or improve its scheme. There are other multi-channel
MAC protocols proposed for WSNs such as Rainbow [23],
HyMAC [27], and YMAC [20], most of which do not consider
the energy consumption of nodes.

This paper presents Queen-MAC, a quorum-based en-
ergy-efficient MAC protocol that independently and adap-
tively adjusts nodes wake-up times, which reduces the
protocol overhead and prolongs network lifetime. Queen-
MAC utilizes multiple channels for data transmissions that
reduce collisions while providing concurrent transmissions
in a broadcast domain. It may be emphasized that the
power saving can be achieved at different layers in WSNs,
while this paper focuses on the MAC layer solution.

3. Theoretical foundations

This section postulates some assumptions, and then
introduces dygrid. The next section presents the details
of Queen-MAC. Table 1 lists the general notations used in
the paper.

3.1. Assumptions

This work outlines the assumptions made in Queen-
MAC protocol development, as follows:

1. Time is divided into a series of time slots.
2. All sensor nodes are homogenous (have a single radio)

and have the same transmission range (hop distance)d.
3. Nodes are static in the network.
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4. Sensor nodes are time synchronized, as assumed in
[8,24]. However, nodes can be synchronized locally
[45,46] so that each node only needs to be synchro-
nized with its PFs (PF is defined in Definition 4.5). In
order to overcome the clock skew, the time synchroni-
zation protocol, RTAS [47], can be run periodically to
maintain synchronization. RTAS can be used for an
ultra low duty-cycle system, and is reported to main-
tain a 225 ls error bound in an ultra low duty-cycle
system [24].

5. Network mission is data collection. All sensor nodes
send their data toward the sink in a multi-hop fashion.

6. The direction of broadcast packets is only from the
sink.

7. Sensor nodes are uniformly distributed in the sensing
environment where the sink is placed in a corner and
all sensor nodes are grouped based on their distances
(by hop counts) from the sink, as depicted in Fig. 2.
To create the node groups, a control packet hop � notify
that contains a field hop � id = 0 is sent from the sink
during the network initialization. Upon receiving this
control packet, each sensor node increases the hop � id
field by one and then resends the packet. A node
belongs to group Gi if it receives a hop � notify with
hop � id = i. If multiple hop � notify packets are
received; only the one with the lowest hop � id value
is handled, and the rest are discarded. Sensor nodes
in Gi are i + 1 hops away from the sink node and rely
on nodes in Gi�1 to relay their sensed data.

3.2. Dyadic grid quorum system

Quorum systems have been widely used in distributed
systems to deal with the mutual exclusion problem [48],
fault tolerance, voting [49], and also have been utilized to
design protocols for wireless networks [7,8,32–36]. There
Fig. 2. Sensor nodes are grouped in the network. The ith group is denoted
by Gi. The transmission range (hop distance) for all nodes is the same,
equal to d.
are several kinds of quorums, such as tree-based [50],
majority-based [51], grid-based [37], torus [38], extended
torus (e-torus) [32,35]. Some of them, such as grid and
torus, have fixed duty cycles that makes them inappropri-
ate for use in a network with different traffic conditions. In
addition, the rest (e.g., e-torus that has an adaptive duty
cycle) provide a high minimum duty cycle that leads to
more energy consumption if used in a network with a
low traffic load.

This section proposes a dyadic grid quorum system that
provides an adaptive and low duty cycle for sensor nodes,
which is highly appropriate for data collection applications.

Consider the sets in which each element denotes a
number of a time slot. The following definition expresses
a quorum system, in this paper called clique, to propose
our quorum system afterwards:

Definition 3.1 (Clique). Given an integer n and a universal
set U = {0,1, . . . , n � 1}. Let C be a set of nonempty subsets
of U. We call C a clique if and only if for all Q, Q0 2 C,
Q \ Q0 – /.

For example, C = {{0, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {0,3}} is a clique under
U = {0, 1, 2, 3}. The elements of C (i.e., Q) are named
quorums. Sensor nodes adopting the quorums of a clique
are able to discover each other at least once every n time
intervals. In this paper, the definition of a quorum is
generalized to define the dyadic grid quorum system.
Definition 3.2 (Bi-clique). Given an integer n and a univer-
sal set U = {0,1, . . . , n � 1}. Let X and Y be two sets of non-
empty subsets of U. The pair (X, Y) is called a bi-clique if and
only if for all Q 2 X and Q0 2 Y, Q \ Q0 – /.

For example, for X = {{0, 1}, {2, 3}, {0, 1, 3}} and Y = {{0,
2}, {1, 3}}, (X, Y) forms a bi-clique.
Definition 3.3 (h-Clique(r, k)). Given an integer n and a
universal set U = {0, 1, . . . , n � 1}. Let k, 1 6 k 6

ffiffiffi
n
p

, and r,
0 6 r 6 n � 1, be two integers. An h-clique of r and k is
defined as H(r, k):

Hðr; kÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
n
p

k
i

� � ffiffiffi
n
p
þ r þ j

� �
ðmod nÞ : i ¼ 0; . . . ; k� 1;

�

j ¼ 0; . . . ;
ffiffiffi
n
p
� 1

)
: ð1Þ

For instance, when n = 16, H(3, 2) = {3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13,
14}. If n is shown as a

ffiffiffi
n
p
�

ffiffiffi
n
p

grid, H(3, 2) can be illus-
trated as in Fig. 3a.
0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. When n = 16, (a) an h-clique (3, 2); (b) a v-clique (6, 1); (c) a dygrid
(3, 6, 2, 1).
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Definition 3.4 (v-Clique(c, k)). Given an integer n and a
universal set U = {0, 1, . . . , n-1}. Let k, 1 6 k 6

ffiffiffi
n
p

, and c,
0 6 c 6 n � 1, be two integers. A v-clique of c and k is
defined as V(c, k):

Vðc;kÞ¼
ffiffiffi
n
p

k
i

� �
þcþ j

ffiffiffi
n
p� �

ðmod nÞ : i¼0; . . . ;k�1; j¼0; . . . ;
ffiffiffi
n
p
�1

� �
:

ð2Þ
For example, when n = 16, V(6, 1) = {2, 6, 10, 14} as

shown in Fig. 3b.
Definition 3.5 ((r, c, k1, k2)-Dyadic grid quorum sys-
tem). Given two integers k1, k2, 1 6 k1; k2 6

ffiffiffi
n
p

, and two
arbitrary integers r and c, 0 6 r, c 6 n � 1. Let X and Y be
sets of nonempty subsets of U, where U = {0, 1, . . . , n � 1}.
The pair (X, Y) is called a (r, c, k1, k2)-dyadic grid quorum
system (denoted as dygrid(r, c, k1,k2)) if and only if (i) X is
an h-clique(r, k1), Y is a v-clique(c, k2) or vice versa and
(ii) the pair (X, Y) is a bi-clique.

For example, the dygrid(3, 6, 2, 1) for n = 16 is shown in
Fig. 3c.

Unlike traditional quorum systems, a dygrid quorum
system does not guarantee the intersection between
h-cliques or v-cliques. However, the intersection between
h-cliques and v-cliques are guaranteed. For instance, H
(3,2) and V (6,1) that form the dygrid(3, 6, 2, 1) have two
intersection points 6 and 14 as illustrated in Fig. 3c.

The advantage of the dygrid quorum system is that the
size of h-cliques and v-cliques can be considerably smaller.
Given the cycle length n, when dygrid is applied to a sensor
network, each node may have a duty cycle Oðk

ffiffiffi
n
p

=nÞ ¼
Oðk=

ffiffiffi
n
p
Þ; leading to reduced energy consumption. Fig. 4

compares the minimum duty cycle of dygrid with two
commonly used quorum systems (e-torus and grid) in
different cycle lengths. As shown in the Fig. 4, dygrid
provides a lower minimum duty cycle in different cycle
lengths.
Definition 3.6 (Network Sensibility). The longest delay for
a sensor node to detect another node in its neighborhood
is called network sensibility. In a quorum system, it is the
distance between two of the farthest intersecting points.
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Fig. 4. Minimum duty cycle in different cycle lengths.
Theorem 3.1. Given two integers k1; k2;1 6 k1; k2 6
ffiffiffi
n
p

, and
two arbitrary integers r and c, 0 6 r, c 6 n � 1. The network
sensibility of the dygrid(r, c, k1, k2) isffiffiffi

n
p ffiffiffi

n
p

=k1
	 


� 1
� �

þ
ffiffiffi
n
p

=k2
	 


:

Proof. By Definition 3.3, H(r,k1) has k1 �
ffiffiffi
n
p

elements
where the maximum distance between two successive ele-
ments is

ffiffiffi
n
p ffiffiffi

n
p

=k1
	 


� 1
� �

þ 1: ð3Þ

By Definition 3.4, V(r,k2) has k2 �
ffiffiffi
n
p

elements too, where
the maximum distance between two successive elements isffiffiffi

n
p

=k2
	 


: ð4Þ

Therefore, the maximum distance of two successive com-
mon elements (i.e., network sensibility) of dygrid(r, c, k1,
k2) is the sum of (3) and (4) minus 1 (the common element)ffiffiffi

n
p ffiffiffi

n
p

=k1
	 


� 1
� �

þ 1�
ffiffiffi
n
p

=k2
	 


� 1

¼
ffiffiffi
n
p ffiffiffi

n
p

=k1
	 


� 1
� �

þ
ffiffiffi
n
p

=k2
	 


: �

For example, the network sensibility in Fig. 3c is 4(d4/
2e � 1) + d4/1e = 8. The effect of k1 and k2 on the network
sensibility is illustrated in Fig. 5.

In a dygrid system, the larger k causes the shorter net-
work sensibility. However, the larger k also leads to a lar-
ger duty cycle. Hence, the decision on k should be taken
upon node traffic load to save energy. The network sensi-
bilities of three quorum systems at the same duty cycle
�2=

ffiffiffi
n
p

are compared in Fig. 6. By using a dygrid system,
network sensibility is less than grid and e-torus systems
in different cycle lengths. This means that, sensor nodes
using the proposed quorum system can detect their neigh-
boring nodes in less time. Therefore, data can reach the
sink with less delay.

The number of rendezvous as another metric is used to
compare dygrid with grid and e-torus. For a

ffiffiffi
n
p
�

ffiffiffi
n
p

grid
quorum, there are three possible values for the number
of rendezvous; at least 2 when each node selects different
rows and columns, it is

ffiffiffi
n
p

when two nodes select the
Fig. 5. The effects of k1 and k2 on the network sensibility in a dygrid.
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same row or column, and at most 2
ffiffiffi
n
p
� 1 when each node

selects the same row and column (i.e., completely
overlapped).

For a
ffiffiffi
n
p
�

ffiffiffi
n
p

e-torus quorum system, two quorums e-
torus (k1) and e-torus (k2) have at least b(k1 + k2)/2c ren-
dezvous points. The maximum rendezvous occurs when
all parameters of two quorums are identical (100% overlap,
i.e., k1 = k2, r1 = r2, and c1 = c2) [32]; therefore we haveffiffiffi

n
p
ð1þ k1=2b cÞ þ ðk1mod2Þ ð

ffiffiffi
n
p
� 1Þ=2

 �
.

A
ffiffiffi
n
p
�

ffiffiffi
n
p

dygrid quorum system can present different
number of rendezvous depending on k1 and k2, that is
fk1 � k2 : 1 6 k1; k2 6

ffiffiffi
n
p

; k1; k2 2 Ng. For example, when
n = 16, there are nine possible values for the number of
rendezvous, including 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 16. Fig. 7 illus-
trates the effects of k1 and k2 on the number of rendezvous
in a dygrid.

Hence, it can be concluded that grid has less diversity
for the number of rendezvous. It only provides three val-
ues. Nevertheless, e-torus and dygrid have a variety of ren-
dezvous points where dygrid offers a better duty cycle at a
given rendezvous value. For example, using a dygrid quo-
rum system to provide one rendezvous point, a node will
have the duty cycle 1=

ffiffiffi
n
p

, whereas for e-torus the duty cy-
cle is 1=

ffiffiffi
n
p
þ ð

ffiffiffi
n
p
� 1Þ=2

 �
=n to provide the same number

of rendezvous.
Fig. 7. The effects of k1 and k2 on the number of rendezvous in a dygrid.
4. Queen-MAC protocol description

In Queen-MAC, the network topology is considered as
Fig. 2, where nodes are grouped based on their distances
from the sink. Each node selects h- or v-clique that depends
on its group number. Nodes with an even group number can
select v-clique and nodes with an odd group number may
select h-clique or vice versa. By selecting h-clique and v-cli-
que, two nodes in neighboring groups form a dygrid. In the
following, it is proved that it is guaranteed for two nodes A
and B, which select an h-clique and a v-clique, respectively
to form their cycle patterns, meeting each other at least one
time during n time slots.

Here, two kinds of time slots (quorum and non-quorum
time slots) are defined.

Definition 4.1 (Quorum Time Slot). The time slot in which
a sensor node wakes up to check the medium for a possible
data exchange (e.g., time slots 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, and 14
as shown in Fig. 3a).
Definition 4.2 (Non-quorum Time Slot). The time slot in
which a sensor node can tune its radio into power saving
mode (i.e., sleep) to save energy (e.g., time slots 0, 1, 2, 7,
8, 9, 10, and 15 as shown in Fig. 3a).
Definition 4.3 ((n, m, h)-Rotation). Given positive inte-
gers n, m and h, where h < n, n < m. Let X be a subset of
the universal set U = {0, 1, . . . , n � 1}. (n, m, h) � rotation
of X (denoted as Rn

m;hðXÞ) is defined as:

Rn
m;hðXÞ ¼ fðxþ jnÞþh : 06 ðxþ jnÞþh6m�1; 8x2X; j2Zg: ð5Þ

Moreover, all possible rotations of X are denoted by
Rn

mðXÞ ¼ fR
n
m;hðXÞ : 8h 2 Ug.

A (n, m, h)-rotation of X is a projection of X from the
modulo-n onto the modulo-m plane with an index shift h. For
example, consider V(11, 1) = {3, 7, 11, 15} and H(8, 1) = {8, 9,
10, 11}, which are subsets of U = {0, 1, . . . , 15}. Given two
shift indices h1 = 3 and h2 = 1, these two sets can be projected
from the modulo-16 plane onto the modulo-31
plane by using R16

31;3ðVð11;1ÞÞ ¼ f2;6;10;14;18;22;26;30g
and R16

31;1ðHð8;1ÞÞ ¼ f9;10;11;12;25;26;27;28g, respec-
tively, as they can be seen in Fig. 8. Note both
R16

31;3ðVð11;1ÞÞ and R16
31;1ðHð9;1ÞÞ are subsets of a new

universal set U0 = {0, 1, . . . , 30}.
Lemma 4.1. Given integers r, c, k1, k2, where 0 6 r; c 6
n� 1;1 6 k1; k2 6

ffiffiffi
n
p

, the pair Rn
mðHðr; k1ÞÞ;Rn

mðVðc; k2ÞÞ
� �

forms a bi-clique.
Proof. For brief, let H and V denote H(r, k1) and V(c, k2),
respectively. We show that for all p and q;0 6 p; q 6
n� 1;Rn

m;pðHÞ \ Rn
m;qðVÞ– /. Without the loss of generality,

suppose k1 = k2 = 1. By definition of V ;Rn
m;qðVÞ has at leastffiffiffi

n
p

elements and any two successive elements must have
distance

ffiffiffi
n
p

. Let yi for i ¼ 0; . . . ;
ffiffiffi
n
p

-1, be
ffiffiffi
n
p

elements of
Rn

m;qðVÞ, thus, we have

qþ i
ffiffiffi
n
p
6 yi 6 ðqþ i

ffiffiffi
n
p
Þ þ

ffiffiffi
n
p
� 1; i ¼ 0 . . .

ffiffiffi
n
p
� 1: ð6Þ



Fig. 8. Overlapping in spite of time slot shifting. (a) Demonstration of V (11, 1) and H (8, 1) for n = 16. (b) Demonstration of R16
31;3ðVÞ and R16

31;1ðHÞ for m = 31.
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If yi is included in Rn
m;pðHÞ, the proof is finished. Other-

wise, it will be proved that at least one yi must be included
in Rn

m;pðHÞ. By definition of H;Rn
m;pðHÞ has at least

ffiffiffi
n
p

ele-
ments and any two successive elements in Rn

m;pðHÞ must
have distance either 1 or n�

ffiffiffi
n
p
þ 1. Consider the smallest

element x in Rn
m;pðHÞ which is larger than y0 2 Rn

m;qðVÞ. We
have

y0 þ 1 6 x 6 y0 þ n�
ffiffiffi
n
p
þ 2 ð7Þ

because any two elements in Rn
m;pðHÞ must have their dis-

tance less than or equal to n�
ffiffiffi
n
p
þ 1. By definition of H,

there exists at least
ffiffiffi
n
p

continuous and ascending elements
starting from x in Rn

m;pðHÞ. Therefore, by (6) and (7), we
have a y00 2 Rn

m;qðVÞ; x 6 y00 6 xþ
ffiffiffi
n
p
� 1; implying that y00

is contained in Rn
m;pðHÞ. It goes without saying, for k1,k2

> 1, that the same proof can be generalized. h
Definition 4.4. (a-Cut). Given a positive integer a and a
nonempty set X. Ca(X) is called an a-cut of X if and only if
Ca(X) = {x :0 6 x 6 a � 1, x 2 X}.

Let Q be a set of nonempty subsets of U. We denote
Ca(Q) = {Ca(X) :"X 2 Q}.
Theorem 4.1. Given integers r, c, k1, k2, where 0 6 r; c 6
n� 1;1 6 k1; k2 6

ffiffiffi
n
p

, the pair Rn
1ðHðr; k1ÞÞ;Rn

1ðVðc; k2ÞÞ
� �

forms a dygrid(r, c, k1, k2).
Proof. By Definitions 4.3 and 4.4, it can be observed that
Cm Rn

1ðHðr; k1ÞÞ
� �

¼ Rn
mðHðr; k1ÞÞ and Cm Rn

1ðVðc; k2ÞÞ
� �

¼
Rn

mðVðc; k2ÞÞ. This theorem is a direct consequence from
the Lemma 4.1. h

Suppose two sensor nodes A and B, respectively, adopt
H(8, 1) and V(11, 1) as dygrid(8, 11, 1, 1) to form their cycle
patterns, as shown in Fig. 8a. The above theorem shows
that these two nodes are guaranteed to overlap at least
one awake time slot within n = 16 time intervals, even if
there is a time slot shift between sensor nodes, as shown
in Fig. 8b.

Theorem 4.2. Given integers r, c, k1, k2, where 0 6 r; c 6
n� 1;1 6 k1; k2 6

ffiffiffi
n
p

, we have

Rn
nðHðr; k1ÞÞ \ Rn

nðVðc; k2ÞÞ
�� �� ¼ k1 � k2: ð8Þ
Proof. By Definition 3.3, H(r, 1) has a sequence of
ffiffiffi
n
p

continuous and ascending elements that according to the
Lemma 4.1, it has at least one intersection with
Vðc;1Þ; Rn

nðHðr;1ÞÞ \ Rn
nðVðc;1ÞÞ

�� �� ¼ 1. Subsequently, H(r,
k1) has k1 sequences like that, where these are disjoint
sequences by definition. Therefore, because each sequence
has an intersection with V(c, 1), we have

Rn
nðHðr; k1ÞÞ \ Rn

nðVðc;1ÞÞ
�� �� ¼ k1: ð9Þ

Similarly, it can be shown that

Rn
nðHðr;1ÞÞ \ Rn

nðVðc; k2ÞÞ
�� �� ¼ k2: ð10Þ

Thus, by (9) and (10) we have

Rn
nðHðr; k1ÞÞ \ Rn

nðVðc; k2ÞÞ
�� �� ¼ k1 � k2: �

As a result, when two neighbor sensor nodes select
H(r,k1) and V(c,k2) to form a dygrid to schedule their
wake-up times, it is guaranteed that these nodes meet
each other in k1 � k2 time slots per n time slots.
4.1. Wake-up schedule

In Queen-MAC, power saving is attained by reducing
the number of awake times. It determines the wake-up fre-
quency for each sensor node based on its own traffic load.
Dygrid quorum system is utilized to represent the quorum
time slots, in which a sensor node must be awake. Here, it
is explained how to decide on k for each sensor node. As
shown in Fig. 2, a sensor node from a closer group to the
sink, e.g., G1, has more traffic load than nodes in a farther
group, e.g., G2, because nodes in a closer group have to re-
lay traffic from farther groups, in addition to its own traffic.
This is true for all groups except last group, e.g., G4 in Fig. 2,
because it is only responsible for its own traffic transmis-
sion. Groups’ areas are calculated so that to be able to find
the average number of farther nodes for which a closer
node is responsible to pass along their data.

According to the network model shown in Fig. 2, the
area of G0 is (1/4) pd2, and the area of G1 is (1/4) p(2d)2-
(1/4)pd2 = (3/4) pd2, where d is the transmission range
of nodes. The area of the other groups can be calculated
in a similar manner. Generally, the area of Gi is ((2i + 1)/
4)pd2. The ratio for the area of G1 to G0 is (G1/G0) = 3. In
general, the ratio for area of Gi+1 to Gi is (Gi+1/
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Gi) = (2i + 3)/(2i + 1). This means that, on average, a sensor
node in Gi is responsible for relaying traffic for (2i + 3)/
(2i + 1) nodes in Gi+1.

Now, assume that each sensor node requires to transmit
x packets for any report. Therefore, a node in G3, for exam-
ple, has to forward 9x/7 packets from G4 besides its own
data, where it sums up to 16x/7 packets. Similarly, a sensor
node in G2, in addition to its own data, is required to for-
ward 16x/5 packets from G3. Generally speaking, in a
WSN with g groups, each sensor node in group i is respon-
sible to forward Fi packets where Fi is

Fi ¼ xþ 2iþ 3
2iþ 1

� �
Fiþ1; i ¼ 0; . . . g � 1; Fg ¼ 0: ð11Þ

It can be summarized that, the nodes in inner groups
(closer to the sink) which have more traffic load, can
choose a larger k than sensor nodes in outer groups (far-
ther from the sink) which have a lighter traffic load. The
larger k for a sensor node results in more quorum time
slots, during which the sensor node is awake and can
send/receive data.

Theorem 4.3. Let sensor nodes channel rate be C bps, time
slot duration be t seconds, and packet size be P bits. In a
constant traffic load x, a node in group i should select its initial
ki as follows:

ki ¼
1ffiffiffi
n
p P � n� ðFi � xÞ

C

� �
þ P � n� Fi

C

� �� �� �
ð12Þ
Fig. 9. The PF of nodes, PF (A) = PF (B) = {D, E, F}, PF (C) = {D, S, V, W}.
Proof. With channel rate C bps, time slot duration t sec-
onds, and packet size P bits, a sensor node can send/receive
at C�t

P packets per time slot. We know from (11) that a sen-
sor node in group i is responsible to forward Fi packet/s;
therefore, it will have (n � t) � Fi packets to forward in a
cycle length n (i.e., receiving (n � t)(Fi � x) packets and
sending (n � t) � Fi packets). Thus, a sensor node in group
i needs P�n�ðFi�xÞ

C

l m
þ P�n�Fi

C

l m
time slots per cycle to forward

its traffic. Consequently, it should select its ki as:

ki ¼
1ffiffiffi
n
p P�n�ðFi�xÞ

C

� �
þ P�n�Fi

C

� �� �� �
�

For example, when C = 250 kbps, P = 32 bytes,
x = 10 packet/s, g = 5 groups, and n = 36, a node in group
i = 0 selects

ko ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
36
p 32�8�36�ð250�10Þ

250�1024

� �
þ 32�8�36�250

250�1024

� �� �� �
¼3;

and a node in group i = 2 selects

k2 ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
36
p 32�8�36�ð42�10Þ

250�1024

� �
þ 32�8�36�42

250�1024

� �� �� �
¼1:

Therefore, according to the above theorem, a sensor node
in group i starts with ki. But, when a node’s traffic has been
changed, that node has to adjust its k. These changes may
happen after each cycle and obey the following rules:

� If the remaining packets are more than (C � t)/P, then k
should be increased by one.
� If no packets are left and the number of forwarded pack-
ets in that cycle is less than or equal to C�t�

ffiffi
n
p

2P ðki � 1Þ;
then k should be decreased by one.

However, if no data has been sent in a cycle due to col-
lision, then r or c depending on the node’s clique (i.e., h-cli-
que(r, k) or v-clique(c, k)) should be changed randomly.

Definition 4.5 (Possible Forwarder (PF)). For a given node
A in group Gi, PF(A) is defined as the set of nodes in group
Gi�1 that are in the transmission range of node A.

For instance, as can be seen in Fig. 9, PF(A) = PF(B) = {D,
E, F} and PF(C) = {D, S, V, W}.
Definition 4.6 (Active Ratio (AR)). The ratio by which a
sensor node has to keep its radio in awake mode is called
active ratio. It can be measured by the ratio of the number
of quorum time slots to the cycle length. Given an integer k
for an h-clique (or a v-clique) in a dygrid, the AR(k) is:

ARðkÞ ¼ k�
ffiffiffi
n
p

n
¼ kffiffiffi

n
p ð13Þ
Theorem 4.4. Sensor node A in Gi needs to transmit toward
the sink. When it wakes up, the probability, pA

i , of finding at
least one node awake in Gi�1 is

PA
i ¼ 1� ð1� ARðki�1ÞÞta ð14Þ

where jPF(A)j = ta, and the nodes in group Gi�1 select ki�1.
Proof. In each n time slot, according to (13), the probabil-
ity that one node of ta nodes stays in awake mode is
AR(ki�1). Therefore, the probability that node stays in sleep
mode is 1 � AR(ki�1). The probability that all ta nodes
remain in sleep mode is ð1� ARðki�1ÞÞta . Hence, pA

i ; the
probability of finding at least one of ta nodes to be awake,
is ð1� ð1� ARðki�1ÞÞta Þ. h



Fig. 10. Possible concurrent collision-free transmissions in a collision
domain.
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Theorem 4.4 indicates that a larger k and PF for a node
(in a group like Gi) results in a larger probability to meet a
node in the immediate closer group (e.g., Gi�1). Conse-
quently, it causes a higher probability to transmit toward
the sink.

4.2. Channel assignment

Queen-MAC utilizes multiple channels to transmit
packets, concurrently. Channel assignment in Queen-MAC
is straightforward. It has a low overhead for the protocol.
In the initial phase, the sink puts the available frequencies
into a list (called f) and broadcast the list to the network (It
can put the list into the hop � notify control packet, which
is used in Section 3.1). Each group of nodes, except bound-
ary groups, such as G0 and G4 in Fig. 9, selects four different
frequencies as broadcast and unicast frequencies. Sensor
nodes exploit two broadcast frequencies. A Frequency to
Receive Broadcast packets (Frb) from the immediate closer
group, and a Frequency to Send Broadcast packets (Fsb) to
its immediate farther group. Moreover, it employs two uni-
cast Frequencies to Send/Receive Unicast packets (Fsu & Fru)
to/from the neighboring groups. Boundary groups select
the fewer number of frequencies; the nodes in the farthest
group of the network (e.g., G4 in Fig. 9) do not need to
switch to their Fru(Fsb) to receive unicast (send broadcast)
packets from (to) the farther group. In addition, the nodes
in the closest group to the sink (i.e., G0) do not need to
switch to Fsu to send unicast packets to the sink. It can re-
use Frb (which is used for receiving broadcast packets) to
send unicast packets. In fact, Queen-MAC channel assign-
ment occurs as follows:

(i) Frb: Frequency f(2i mod 6) is assigned to the nodes
that belong to Gi for receiving broadcast packets
from Gi�1.

(ii) Fsb: Frequency f((2i + 2) mod 6) is assigned to the
nodes that belong to Gi for sending broadcast pack-
ets to Gi+1.

(iii) Fru: Frequency f((2i + 1) mod 6) is assigned to the
nodes that belong to Gi for receiving unicast packets
from the nodes in group Gi+1.

(iv) Fsu: Frequency f((2i � 1) mod 6) is assigned to the
nodes that belong to Gi for sending unicast packets
to the nodes in group Gi�1.

This channel assignment ensures 2-hop frequency sep-
aration for groups of nodes. The network can operate with
six channels, as shown in Fig. 9. This simple channel
assignment method has very low overhead and simply de-
pends on the group number of nodes (i.e., i in Gi).

As illustrated in Fig. 10, unicast packet transmissions to
neighboring groups are done without colliding with each
other. When a node sends unicast packets, it is free from
collision with ongoing broadcasts in the neighboring
groups that take place on broadcast frequencies. Moreover,
broadcasting in different groups is also free from collision
with each other.

There are two situations in Queen-MAC in which colli-
sion may happen in unicast packet transmissions. First,
when two nodes from the same group that have the same
PF (such as nodes A and B shown in Fig. 9) send data simul-
taneously. After a certain number of time slots, if collision
still exists, two nodes can keep themselves away from col-
lision by reselecting r or c (depending on selected clique)
randomly.

The next possible collision situation occurs when two
nodes (with different PFs) send data simultaneously, where
the intersection of their PFs is nonempty (such as nodes A
and C shown in Fig. 9, PF(A) \ PF(C) = {D, E, F} \ {D, S, V,
W} = {D}). In such a case, simultaneous transmissions
may cause collisions only at common nodes (here, node
D in Fig. 9), but non-common nodes (such as nodes S, V,
and W for node C, and nodes E and F for node A in Fig. 9)
can receive data if they are awake.

Theorem 4.5. Let A be a node in group Gi where jPF(A)j = ta,
and each node in Gj selects kj. Furthermore, let the possibility
be the same for a node being on the assigned frequencies.
When A wakes up to transmit toward the sink, the probability
of collision occurring for A; pA

c , and no chance to transmit is

PA
c ¼
ð1� ð1� ARðkiÞÞwa Þð1� ð1� ARðki�1ÞÞta Þ

wi � wi�1
ð15Þ

where wa is the number of neighbors of node A with PFs equal
to PF(A), wj is the number of frequencies used in Gj.
Proof. According to (14), the probability of finding at least
one of ta node in Gi�1 awake and in the frequency Fru is
ð1� ð1� ARðki�1ÞÞta Þ=wi�1. Similarly, the probability that
at least one of wa is awake and is tuned to the same unicast
frequency (i.e., Fsu) is ð1� ð1� ARðkiÞÞwa Þ=wi. Hence, pA

c , the
probability of occurring collision is

ð1� ð1� ARðkiÞÞwa Þð1� ð1� ARðki�1ÞÞtaÞ=ðwi � wi�1Þ: �
4.3. Data communication

The data transmission of Queen-MAC follows the four-
way RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK dialog, where the ACK message is
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sent on demand. Each node can only wake up and transmit
in its quorum time slots. Nodes should sleep in their non-
quorum time slots so they can buffer every sensed data.
Here, two types of packets are considered: broadcast and
unicast packets. Broadcast packets have higher priority than
unicast packets in Queen-MAC. Hence, each node first checks
to receive/send possible broadcast packets when it wakes
up. It can receive broadcast packets (at assigned Frb fre-
quency) from the nodes in its immediate group, closer to
the sink. It also can transmit broadcast packets to nodes in
its immediate farther group, at assigned Fsb frequency. For
unicast packets, each node in group Gi, except the farthest
group, can receive packets from nodes in group Gi+1, and
then forward those packets to nodes in group Gi�1, where
the receiver for nodes in group G0 is the sink. The structure
of a quorum time slot in Queen-MAC is shown in Fig. 11.

Each time slot in Queen-MAC consists of two parts, Mini
Control Slots (MCS) and Data. The number of MCSs for a
network with g groups can be at most g + 2. Each node in
a group selects three MCSs for checking to receive possible
broadcast, send data (unicast or broadcast, if any), and re-
ceive potential unicast data, respectively. For example,
node A in group Gi selects three successive mini control
slots i � 1, i, and i + 1 to probe possible data transmission.
Next, the detailed data communication process (for a node
when it wakes up in its quorum time slot) is given:

1. When a quorum time slot for a node in group Gi is
received, it wakes up on MCS i � 1 to snoop on its Frb

frequency (i.e., f(2imod 6)). If the channel is busy, it
becomes aware that another node is broadcasting a
packet. Therefore, it should receive the broadcast
packet(s) during the rest of the quorum time slot, as
shown in Fig. 12a. Otherwise, it goes to the next MCS.

2. On the next mini control slot (i.e., MCS i), if the node has
broadcast data to send in group Gi+1, it switches to its Fsb

frequency (i.e., f((2i + 2) mod 6)) and transmits the
broadcast data, as depicted in Fig. 12b. Otherwise, if
the node has unicast data to send toward the sink, it
switches to its Fsu frequency (i.e., f((2i � 1) mod 6))
and transmits a RTS for selecting one node in its PF to
transfer the data. In the selection process, all the awake
nodes in group Gi�1 that have received the RTS should
back off before sending CTS. The back-off time is based
on each node’s residual energy, such that
F
ig. 11. The structure of a quorum time slot for a node in Gi.

Fig.
node
the
unic
Tback�off ¼ k 1� Er

Ei

� �
TMCS ð16Þ

where Er is the residual energy, Ei is the initial energy of
a sensor node, TMCS is equal to a MCS time period and k,
0 < k < 1, is the scale parameter. That is to say, the node
with higher residual energy is the candidate to receive
the unicast data. After selecting a suitable node in
group Gi�1 (upon receiving the first CTS), data are sent
to it.
3. If there are no data to send, or no CTS has been received,
the node goes to the next control slot (i.e., MCS i + 1) to
snoop on the frequency f((2i + 1) mod 6) to receive pos-
sible unicast data from the group Gi+1. The node waits
for a RTS during the MCS period. If the node receives a
RTS, it backs off, then responds with CTS and waits to
receive data. If it does not receive any RTS, or if it
receives the first packet with the receiver address dif-
ferent from its address (i.e., it has not been selected
for data transmission by the sender), it goes into sleep
mode until the next quorum time slot. Otherwise, if
the first received unicast packet has the same receiver
address as the node address; it receives unicast data
in the rest of the time slot, as illustrated in Fig. 12c.

4. When a node in group Gi wakes up, and has no data
either to send or to receive, it goes to sleep mode until
the next quorum time slot, as shown in Fig. 12d.

5. Performance evaluation

To evaluate the performance of Queen-MAC, the simu-
lator OPNET Modeler 14.0 [40] is used. Queen-MAC is com-
pared with two other protocols, QMAC [8] and TMCP [28].
QMAC is a grid quorum-based MAC protocol for WSNs that
uses only one channel for data transmission toward the
sink. TMCP is a tree-based multi-channel MAC protocol
for data collection in WSNs. It partitions the network into
multiple vertex-disjoint sub-trees all rooted at the sink
and allocates different static frequencies to each sub-tree
and forwards each flow only along its corresponding sub-
tree.

Because Queen-MAC utilizes six channels, which are
noise-free, we use six channels to compare it fairly with
12. Different communication types and frequency switching for a
in group Gi. (a) When the node receives broadcast data. (b) When

node has unicast/broadcast data to send. (c) When the node receives
ast data. (d) When the node has no data to send/receive.



Table 2
Default simulation parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Number of groups (g) 5 Initial energy
(Ei)

10 J

Transmission range
(d)

75 m Transmit power 52.2 mW

Packet size (P) 32 bytes Receive power 83.1 mW
RTS packet size 2 bytes Idle power 105 lW
CTS packet size 3 bytes Sleep power 48 lW
ACK packet size 3 bytes Channel rate (C) 250 kbps
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TMCP. We also compare QMAC with Queen-MAC to show
the efficiency of the proposed quorum system where
QMAC uses grid quorum and Queen-MAC utilizes our pro-
posed dygrid quorum system. QMAC does not support
more than one channel.

The characteristics of CC2420 [52] are utilized to simu-
late the radio of sensor nodes, so that its available frequen-
cies start at the initial frequency 2405 and end at
2480 MHz. The bandwidth of each channel is 5 MHz. Cen-
tral frequency of each channel is calculated as follows:
Cycle length (n) 36 Time slot size (t) 100 ms
Node number (N) 120 TMCS 1 ms
k 0.7 Application CBR

streams
Node placement Uniform Source rate (x) 1 packet/s
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Fig. 13. The effect of different protocols on the percentage of alive nodes.
fi ¼ ð2405þ 5� iÞMHz; i ¼ 0;1;2; . . . ;15: ð17Þ

The simulation is conducted in a network with five
groups of nodes where sensor nodes are uniformly placed
within an area of radius 350 m. The transmission range
of a sensor node is 75 m unless otherwise mentioned.
The channel capacity is 250 Kbps. Each node generates a
32-byte data packet every second. A time slot is set to be
100 ms long. The energy consumption model of MICAz
[53] is employed in the simulation, where the power con-
sumption for transmit, receive, idle, and sleep modes are
52.2 mW, 83.1 mW, 105 lW, and 48 lW, respectively.
Each sensor node has an initial energy of 10 J. Each simula-
tion run lasts 1000 s (10,000 time slots). A spot in the sub-
sequent figures shows an average of 10 simulation runs.
For each data value in the results, its 90% confidence inter-
val has also been given. Table 2 summarizes the default
simulation parameters.

Observations have been generated from the following
aspects: energy consumption, transmission latency, trans-
mission success ratio, the impact of node density, traffic
load, and number of groups on the mentioned network
parameters.
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Fig. 14. The effect of different protocols on average energy consumption
under various traffic loads.
5.1. Impact on energy consumption

The efficiency of the protocols to increase network life-
time is compared with each other. Fig. 13 illustrates that
Queen-MAC has increased the network lifetime against
QMAC and TMCP. The reason is that QMAC protocol only
uses a single frequency for sending data, so more collisions
occur and packet retransmissions lead to more energy con-
sumption. In TMCP, because each node can only send data
to its single parent node, the time that it has to wait for its
parent to get ready to receive, causes more energy con-
sumption. In addition, due to the tree topology of TMCP,
the children of a node have to send data only to its single
parent that leads to early energy depletion of the parent
node.

Fig. 14 illustrates the average energy consumption for
different increasing traffic loads where simulations run
for 1000 s. It shows that the average energy consumption
is increased in the three mentioned protocols. However,
Queen-MAC results in the lowest energy consumption for
different traffic loads. Queen-MAC has lower average en-
ergy consumption than TMCP owing to the usage of dygrid
for adaptive wake-up scheduling. It surpasses QMAC due
to utilization of multiple channels for data communication
and benefits from dygrid.
5.2. Impact on transmission latency

The latency metric has been applied for comparison of
three protocols, Queen-MAC, TMCP, and QMAC, to measure
their relevant latency, as depicted in Fig. 15. It illustrates
that overall latency for wireless traffic is lower for
Queen-MAC than TMCP and QMAC. The reason is that
Queen-MAC utilizes multiple frequencies to forward
frames toward the sink. Therefore, frames are received at
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the sink with lower latency than QMAC. QMAC uses a sin-
gle frequency that causes more collisions and needs
retransmission, which increases delay. The other reason
that Queen-MAC surpasses QMAC in traffic latency is the
utilization of the dygrid quorum system. It has a better
adaptability with network traffic changes than the grid
quorum system (used in QMAC). In Queen-MAC, each node
has the chance to forward its data to more than one node
(called PFs), which results in lower delay for Queen-MAC
than TMCP, which has only one possible node to forward
its data. However, as it can be seen in the Fig. 15, TMCP
has better latency than the other two protocols at the time
interval 0–400 s. This is because, in TMCP, each node
wakes up every time it has data to transmit. It waits for
its parent to get ready to receive the data.

Therefore, the data are received to the sink with less la-
tency at 0–400 period in the simulations. Nevertheless, be-
cause of the bottleneck in the parent nodes and the idle
listening problem in children nodes, they waste energy
and finally die out early, which lead to more latency in
the network from time 400 s in the simulations.

Fig. 16 illustrates the average latency for different
increasing traffic loads in the sensor network. It shows that
the average delay is increased in the three protocols. Nev-
ertheless, Queen-MAC results in the lowest average latency
for different traffic loads due to utilizing dygrid.

5.3. Impact on the transmission success ratio

Delivery ratios of the protocols are compared with each
other in Fig. 17. The delivery ratio is defined as the ratio of
the amount of packets being correctly received at the sink
to the amount being sent by all the senders. As it can be
seen in Fig. 17, at the first period of time (0–200 s), TMCP
has a better delivery ratio than two other protocols due
to utilization of multiple channels to forward data. As sim-
ulations are continued, TMCP delivery ratio is decreased
because of its higher energy consumption, which causes
early energy depletion of nodes. However, Queen-MAC
has a better overall delivery ratio than the other two
protocols.

In Fig. 18, the effect of different protocols is illustrated
under various traffic loads. Simulations run for 1000 s
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Fig. 15. The effect of different protocols on latency (source rate = 1 -
packet/s.).
where each node has initial energy 10 J. The average deliv-
ery ratio is calculated for 600 s. Queen-MAC has a better
average delivery ratio than QMAC or TMCP under different
traffic loads.

5.4. Effect on the number of groups

To compare the effect of different number of groups on
delivery ratio and latency of Queen-MAC under various traf-
fic loads, simulations for 4, 5, and 6 groups of nodes are run
in various traffic loads from 1 packet/s. to 20 packet/s. with
an interval of 5 for each (except 1). As it can be seen in
Fig. 19, delivery ratio is decreased with increasing the num-
ber of groups (in different traffic loads). When the number
of groups is increased, the nodes in groups closer to the sink
have to forward more traffic toward the sink. This leads to
more collisions that decrease the delivery ratio in the
network.

Fig. 20 illustrates the latency of Queen-MAC under var-
ious traffic loads in different groups of nodes. The average
latency is increased with the increase of the number of
groups. As mentioned before, when the number of groups
is increased, collisions in the closer groups are increased.
In addition, the traffic of farther groups has to traverse
more hops to reach the sink that leads to further delay.

5.5. Impact of node density

In this section, we evaluate Queen-MAC’s performance
when different node densities are utilized. The source rate
is considered as 1 packet per second. The node density is
increased from 22 to 34, by adjusting different radio
ranges. The node density of a network with N nodes can
be calculated as follows:

DensityðRÞ ¼ Npd2

A
ð18Þ

where d is nodes’ radio transmission range, and A is the
terrain area.

It is observed that the average delivery ratio in QMAC,
TMCP, and Queen-MAC is decreased with the more nodes
within two hops, as shown in Fig. 21. When more nodes
participate in a communication, congestion is high; hence,
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Fig. 16. The effect of different protocols on latency under various traffic
loads.
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Fig. 18. The effect of different protocols on delivery ratio under various
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Fig. 19. The effect of Queen-MAC on delivery ratio in the networks with
different groups of nodes.
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Fig. 20. The effect of Queen-MAC on latency in the networks with
different groups of nodes.
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Fig. 22. The effect of different protocols on latency in the networks with
different node densities.
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packet loss and latency are increased. By utilizing multiple
channels, Queen-MAC has a better delivery ratio than
QMAC that uses only a single channel. In addition,
Queen-MAC can change its dygrid parameters (i.e.,r and
c) to change wake-up times of nodes trying to keep the
nodes away from collision. Queen-MAC also provides bet-
ter delivery ratio than TMCP in various node densities. This
is because of the tree structure of nodes in TMCP that leads
to early energy depletion of parent nodes and it makes the
average delivery ratio lower than Queen-MAC.

As illustrated in Fig. 22, the average latency of different
protocols is increased with increasing the node density of
network. Queen-MAC surpasses the other two protocols.
As mentioned earlier in Section 5.2, the reasons are the
low network sensibility and the adaptability of Queen-
MAC to network traffic changes by adjusting the dygrid
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parameter k, utilizing multiple channels, and selecting a
node with more energy from PFs for data transmission.

The average energy consumption of the protocols in dif-
ferent node densities is compared with each other in
Fig. 23. Although average energy consumption is increased
with increasing density of nodes, Queen-MAC due to the
proposed dygrid (which is an adaptive and low duty cycle
quorum) has better energy consumption than TMCP and
QMAC.

6. Conclusions and future works

In this paper, a new quorum system, named dygrid, is
proposed that provides an adaptive and low duty cycle.
Dygrid can provide various rendezvous points and de-
crease network sensibility when used in a network. A net-
work model for data collection applications is proposed
and analyzed. Moreover, a lightweight channel assignment
method is also proposed, which only depends on the group
number of nodes. Dygrid quorum system and the proposed
channel assignment method are utilized to propose an
adaptive energy-efficient MAC protocol called Queen-
MAC for data collection applications in wireless sensor net-
works, even though it can be used for data dissemination
as well. Queen-MAC provides multi-channel access to the
medium while it manages sleep/wake-up of nodes, inde-
pendently. Theoretical analyses are given to evaluate the
performance of Queen-MAC, which demonstrate that the
proposed protocol is more energy efficient while providing
better network latency. Finally, simulations in OPNET
Modeler 14.0 show that Queen-MAC increases the network
lifetime while it reduces network latency. Simulations
indicate that Queen-MAC surpasses QMAC and TMCP in
various traffic loads while provides a lower average latency
and higher delivery ratio. It also shows that the perfor-
mance of Queen-MAC is more significant in higher node
densities.

With the proposed channel assignment method that has
low overhead for the protocol, Queen-MAC can work in an
environment where six channels from the sixteen channels
are available. As a future project, we are working on a more
flexible method for channel assignment that may have
higher overhead, but it can utilize more channels. In such
channel assignment, nodes utilize the proposed channel
assignment method to assign control channels. Then,
nodes negotiate on these channels to choose the available
free channels for data communication. In addition, utiliz-
ing quorum systems for channel assignment is another is-
sue for which we are planning research.
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